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Abstract

Many automated tests for programs can be effectively re-
duced to a constraint solving phase. Recently, various solvers
for string constraint have come up yet to be applied only to
fix sized string inputs. To address this problem, this paper
proposes a novel approach of utilizing alternative variable
method. Alternative Variable Method(AVM) is one of heuris-
tic local search algorithms. AVM approach to automated
software test data generation successfully covers maximum
branch on string constraints - string equality and string
ordering. This approach shows increase in speed and per-
formance when dealing with nested constraints compared
to random test data generation.
Software and data are available online at: https://github.
com/kojandy/AVM

[This paper is for a CS453 course project.]

1 INTRODUCTION
Many automated tests for programs can be effectively reduced to a
constraint solving phase. This separation of concerns often leads to
development of effective tools. Recently, various constraint solvers
for string constraint have come up, which makes their efficacy
compelling[4]. These off-the-shelf solvers focus on SMT(satisfiability
modulo theory) on string[1][5] or constraints over fixed size string[3].
However, there are few or less ones that deal with undetermined
size string. String constraints are constraints that consist of only
string variables and constants. In this research, we considered par-
ticular constraints under following conditions:

• Operator for string equality: ==, !=
• Operator for string ordering: <, <=, >, >=
• LHS/RHS: string constant, string variable, slice of them.
• Slice: substring, charAt with constant index.
• Constraint consists of a operator of the above, a left hand
side and a right hand side of the above.

For instance, such constraint is possibly solved by ours:
string a, b;

if(a[2:4] == b[0:2])

Solving the above successfully yield the result:

’a’ : ’tsjGR’, ’b’ : ’jGCD’

Ways to handle string constraint is very much different with deal-
ing with integer constraint. Particularly in search-based field of
research, it is inevitable to calculate branch distance from a certain
input. There are two big issues here.

First, in the case of manipulating integer constraints there are
only two directions, either getting closer or getting far which cor-
responds to increment or decrement. However, since strings are
manipulated by character by character, there are far more ways to
manipulate a single string.

Second, relational operators gain totally different definition in in-
teger and string. For instance in string, relational operator ">" com-
pares from the head regardless of its length, so that "z" is estimated
greater than "aaaaaa." On the other hand, integers get compared
with their length first and then compared from the head.

Such problems arise in the string constraint whichmakes it much
more difficult to resolve compared to integer constraint. Surely
there are related works conducted. However, most of them focus on
resolving SMT(satisfiability modulo theory) on string. Some of the
remaining do deal with actually solving a given string constraint,
but ended up only handling fix sized string inputs. In this paper, we
propose a novel approach of applying AVM to generate test data
for string constraints.

Alternative VariableMethod(AVM) is one of heuristic local search
algorithms that optimizes a vector with multiple variables to some
object function. There are two types of move in AVM, exploratory
moves and pattern moves. First, exploratory moves choose which
direction among increase and decrease of a selected variable im-
proves function value. Second, pattern moves change the value of
the selected variable to chosen direction gradually until making bet-
ter function value. The optimal vector can be found after repeating
the two moves for a variable and changing variable.

String can be considered as a vector with define corresponding
integer to each characters. We defined fitness functions of string
constraints for object function of AVM. We made automated soft-
ware test data generation using AVM.

https://github.com/kojandy/AVM
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2 RELATEDWORK
There are several off-the-shelf string constraint solvers. Some of
them do really solve string constraint[5], whereas the others fo-
cus on resolving SMT(satisfiability modulo theory) on string[1][5].
Hampi[3] is a solver for string constraints over fixed-size string
variables. Hampi constraints express membership in regular lan-
guages and fixed-size context-free languages. The main difference
in our work is that Hampi needs a constant size information in order
to resolve the constraints. We narrowed down the target domain
to cover particular operators within it and successfully resolved
constraints without any information of size of string input.

To cover one more major difference, existing works give definite
answer to satisfiability problem using their own algorithm. If some
constraints have no matching string input, they yield such result.
On the contrary, ours also make similar decision but in different
way which is a limited number of function call. Ours has an inter-
nal structure that counts number of function call, so that if some
constraints cannot be resolved within certain number of loop it
answers "-" meaning unsatisfiable constraint. However arguing the
genuine of the answer is out of scope of this research.

There is an existing approach on SBST for string using global
search algorithm particularly genetic algorithm[2]. Genetic algo-
rithm is motivated by Darwin’s the survival of the fittest genetic
theory.

3 METHOD
3.1 Branch distance
3.1.1 String equality

We define branch distance of equality of two string with the same
length as sum of each character’s distance. Character distance of
two characters is an integer meaning how far away two characters
are. We match each character to integer in order such as ‘a’ to 1, ‘b’
to 2 and ‘z’ to 26. Character distance of two characters is defined as
an absolute value of difference of corresponding two integers.

To get branch distance of stringswith different length, simply add
a product of length difference and number of characters. However,
our algorithm only need branch distance with same length strings
as we define above.

An example is as follows.CD(x ,y) denotes character distance of
two character x , y and BD(=,X ,Y ) denotes branch distance of two
string X , Y .

CD(‘a’, ‘c’) = 2
CD(‘e’, ‘b’) = 3
BD(=, “abc”, “xyz”)

= CD(‘a’, ‘x ’) +CD(‘b’, ‘y’) +CD(‘c’, ‘z’)
= 69

3.1.2 String inequality

We define branch distance of "!=" case of strings as negative value
of sum of each characterâĂŹs distance. An example is as follows.

BD(,,X ,Y ) denotes branch distance of two string X , Y .

BD(,, “abc”, “xyz”)
= −(CD(‘a’, ‘x ’) +CD(‘b’, ‘y’) +CD(‘c’, ‘z’))
= −69

3.1.3 String ordering

We define OV (X ), ordinal value of string X as following formula
while ‘n’ denotes length of string X and ‘numCharacter ’ denotes
number of characters.

OV (X ) =

n−1∑
i=0

numCharacter (n−i−1) × (ord(X [i]) − 96)

We define a branch distance of two string X , Y as below.

BD(>,X ,Y ) = OV (Y ) −OV (X ) + 1
BD(≥,X ,Y ) = OV (Y ) −OV (X )

BD(<,X ,Y ) = OV (X ) −OV (Y ) + 1
BD(≤,X ,Y ) = OV (X ) −OV (Y )

3.2 Calculating minimum length
Calculating minimum length is an important process in that it
significantly decreases overhead. Without it, an appropriate string
input should have been searched from of length zero. However, it
successfully provides a minimum length of each string variables
to start with. Need for this notably arises when dealing with slices.
For instance, consider the following:

string a;
if(a[3:7] == "abcd")

All know that string variable a should have length of minimum
seven. The minimum length calculating function browses through
target string constraints and give minimum length for each of all
string input variables to be used. Type of the function output is dict,
so as to be easily utilized in the main AVM algorithm.

3.3 AVM
The basic idea of handling string data type with AVM is considering
a string as an array of characters, as shown in figure 1.

a b c d a[]

0 1 2 3

a = "abcd"

Figure 1: Array notation of a string

With the idea of thinking a string as an array of characters, the
problem became simple. The problem is now reduced to finding an
array of integers which satisfies all the given conditions.

3.3.1 Environment import phase

Firstly, in order to use the functions that are defined before the
target function, an environment which the target function will
be run in should be created beforehand. In this phase, external
modules are also introduced to the namespace, so any functions
from external module can be used inside of the target function.

The last function that are defined in the given code will be the
target function, which will be processed through below steps.
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3.3.2 Minimum length calculation phase

In order to guess all the characters in a string, the length of the string
should be known previously. The string whose length is undefined
cannot be expressed in array form, and the branch distance that
we have introduced in section 3.1 could not be calculated with the
undefined length string.

In this phase, the minimum length for each parameter of the
target function will be calculated via the method that we have
proposed in section 3.2.

3.3.3 Predicate collection phase

def fun(a, b):
if a[2:4] == b[0:2]:

pass
if a[0] == ‘a’:

if a[1] == ‘b’:
pass

Target function

1T: a[2:4] == b[0:2]
1F: a[2:4] != b[0:2]
2T: a[0] == ‘a’
2F: a[0] != ‘a’
3T: a[0] == ‘a’ and a[1] == ‘b’
3F: a[0] == ‘a’ and a[1] != ‘b’

Extracted constraints

Extract constraints

Figure 2: Extracting constrints from branches

3.3.4 AVM phase

With the basic concept of considering all string as arrays which is
illustrated in figure 1, it is possible to execute AVM to the fixed size
array of characters.

Exploratory move. Unlike to the integer values, an array of char-
acters has various directions to move. In our method, we increase
and decrease array for each index. For example, if a[1] is the next
position to move, then we increase and decrease a[1] by 1.

After moving, we calculate branch distance for each mutations.
Decreased one is our next candidate for pattern move.

Pattern move. Pattern move is done until the branch distance
of the mutation stops decreasing. If the branch distance of the
mutation stopped decreasing, exploratory move is redone until
retry count reaches 2,000.

4 RESULTS
Baseline of evaluation is set as random string input generation.
This is implemented along with the main function of this research.
It tries random string inputs until it succeed to pass through the
given constraints. On the other hand, our approach first starts with

random input with calculated minimum length and utilizes AVM
that reduces branch distance so as to do it much quicker and more
efficiently.

4.1 Research Question
Main research questions of this research are as follows:
RQ1: How is ours better in speed compared to random input gen-
eration?
RQ2: How is ours better when dealing with nested constraints
compared to random input generation?
RQ3: Which relational operator showed the fastest and the slowest
time to be solved?

4.2 Result
Table 1 shows the result of ours compared to random string input
generation. Thirty String constraints to be evaluated on are made
manually for each of the six relational operator. Left-hand-sides
and right-hand-sides remain the same for each operator. Figure 3
shows some examples of them.

Figure 3: Manually built string constraints

4.2.1 RQ1: How is ours better in speed compared to random input
generation?

String length

1 2 3

Ours 5.4 15.8 24.2
RT 13.4 641.8 5222.2

Table 1: Average number of Execution depending on string
length, operator: "=="

Table 1 shows average numbers of execution for each string
length regarding ours versus random input generation. Number
of execution is computed by counting number of function call for
ours, and for random generation technique. Only until string length
of one, two and three are considered, because it sufficiently shows
the trend. Ours increased almost linearly as the length increases,
whereas random technique tend to increase in much higher degree.
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String length

Ops 1 2 3

!= Ours 3.3 12.3 22.0
RT 11.3 362.4 4901.3

<
Ours 5.1 13.8 24.0
RT 11.3 402.1 3821.7

<=
Ours 4.9 13.1 23.2
RT 12.0 423.8 3812.4

>
Ours 5.2 13.9 23.1
RT 13.3 213.6 4902.2

>=
Ours 5.4 14.0 23.7
RT 11.8 324.5 5231.9

Table 2: Average number of Execution depending on string
length for each operator

Above table 2 shows the result for the other five relational oper-
ator. In all six cases, ours overwhelmed random input generation
in speed.

4.2.2 RQ2: How is ours better when dealing with nested constraints
compared to random input generation?

Thirty nested constraints are also manually crafted. They are simply
made by nesting any two atomic constraints, but intended to contain
uniform operator types within them. Figure 4 shows the example.

Figure 4: Manually built nested string constraints

Depth of nest

1 2 3

Ours 10.4 21.3 35.2
RT 19.1 TO TO

Table 3: Average number of Execution depending on depth
of nested constraints. TO(timeout)=30sec

Table 3 shows the result of ours versus random test input gener-
ation for nested constraints respectively. Depth of nest is defined

as a number of constraints to pass in order to reach the deepest.
Depth one means atomic constraint. Timeout is set to 30 seconds.
Ours successfully found out until depth of three, while random
testing only succeed in depth of one and failed from the very next.
Timeout in nested constraints for random inputs is obvious result
in that random input passing multiple constraints at a time rarely
happens.
Ours resulted inmuch better performancewhen dealingwith nested
constraints compared to random input generation.

4.2.3 RQ3: Which relational operator showed the fastest and the
slowest time to be solved?

In order to address this research question, left-hand-sides and right-
hand-sides are fixed and only the operators are switched to cover
all six. This can be easily done by simply aggregating numbers of
execution from result of research question one and average them
out, regardless of string length.

Operator

== != < <= > >=

Ours 15.1 12.5 14.3 13.7 14.1 14.4
Table 4: Number of Execution depending on operator type

Table 4 shows the compared result regarding number of execu-
tion. Compared result tells that in case of "<, <=, >, >=," they are all
similar in number of execution. On the other hand, "!=" result in
the lowest number of execution and "==" yield the maximum. This
implies the order of difficultness in solving the same constraint
switched to each operator as follows:

• The least difficultness: "!="
• Medium difficultness: "<, <=, >, >=,"
• The highest difficultness: "=="

5 DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION
5.1 Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel approach of utilizing alternative vari-
able method(AVM) to address test data generation for string con-
straints. During the work new concept of branch distance between
string input and string constraint is made, and upon them success-
fully developed a test data generation tool.

By comparative evaluation with random string input genera-
tion, our tool shows competable result. It overwhelmed random
technique in speed and performance, especially when dealing with
nested constraints.

Moreover, our tool figure out the order of difficultness to search
appropriate input for each of six operator.

5.2 Future works
Several improvements can be done on top of our work.

First, we have limited the operators that can be processed as
mentioned in introduction. Therefore, improving and designing an
branch distance for more string operation can be done. Some of the
string operation can be splited into implemented string operations.
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For example, substring can be implemented with our slicing, index-
ing, and and operators. There can be some demand for complicated
string operations like regular expression operations.

Second, better branch distance can be designed to replace our
branch distance. The branch distance which we designed has a
significant problem. When we evaluated the branch distance of
inequalities such as ≤, ≥, <, >, we are using exponential value of
each ord() value of the characters. This makes the branch distance
really big. For strings whose length is greater than 12, it exceeds
32-bit integer value which can be a problem. However, this is not
a problem with our implementation since python supports big-
integers.

Third, better algorithm can be developed to replace our AVM
implementation.

Lastly, for empirical testing on real world program, the test data
generator should be able to handle multiple data types. For example,
we need to extend our implementation to be able to handle integer

variables, and implement dynamic indices and slices. On top of that,
we can handle various integer-returning string operators such as
len().
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